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PHILIPPE, TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR BACKGROUND

In 1990, with a brand new agro-food engineering degree, I created the A’bis laboratory in the
Grand Est, specialising in sensory analysis. 
Today, our clientele consists mainly of large conventional French distribution groups as well as
brands in the food and cosmetics sectors.
A few years ago, in the spring, with an almost summer sun in the background, I signed up as a
business manager for a training workshop with the enticing title: The Blue Ocean Strategy.
This concept is in fact an invitation to create a new demand in an uncontested space, to sail in an
uncrowded ocean and to flee the red seas to bloody competition.
And there, I realised that the idea that was close to my heart in our sensory analysis laboratory
was part of this innovation process.
In 30 years we had remained confined to conventional products ... Having personally a deep
attachment to organic products in general, I wanted to offer this analysis tool to all the brands
that make up this alternative sector by inventing an operating method that suits them then, in
2015, I launched the ConnectYourSource® project.

CONNECTYOURSOURCE®, WHAT IS IT ?

ConnectYourSource is the first community and private testing platform dedicated to organic,
natural and ethical products.
It was therefore necessary first of all to find an answer to the question: 'How to ensure the
legitimacy of the panelists when dealing with products which are defined at the same time on
themes such as organic, local, health, ethics or ecodesign?
In fact, where a laboratory will struggle to justify the validity of its panel, there are multiple
communities of interest, such as associations, blogs or webmagazines which are better placed
than it to manage the recruitment of panelists. As long as the process is structured and well
supervised, these communities potentially hold a largely untapped source of value, hence a vast
blue ocean within our reach.

https://en.ifeelgood-event.com/


WHO ARE CONNECTYOURSOURCE® USERS?

ConnectYourSource® is a kind of consumer testing marketplace aimed at large groups, such as
SMEs, start-ups or project leaders in the field of so-called "alternative" products.

EXPLAIN TO US HOW CONNECTYOURSOURCE® WORKS?

Users start by creating their test projects on the platform, then choose the community of
testers who will support the panel by consulting the maps of these communities.
As the platform is equipped with all the necessary business functions such as the development
of a sample distribution and dispatch plan, the management of questionnaires, the statistical
processing of data or the drafting of the analysis report, the brands are cleared. methodological
and normative constraints.
At the end of the study, the platform performs the statistical processing of the data leading to
the drafting of an automated study report.
Users can nevertheless request technical support for setting up the study protocol and
interpreting the results if they do not have the in-house skills to do so.

WHAT DO COMPANIES GAIN BY USING YOUR PLATFORM?

Brands benefit from a professional tool dedicated to sensory analysis to support them in their
testing procedures and ensure that the panelists invited to participate in the studies are the
most legitimate possible, whether they are their own clients or consumers. that look like them.
Active collaboration between the different partners; brands, ambassadors, laboratories allows
us to offer very competitive costs compared to the implementation of a traditional test.

The managers of these structures, which we call ambassadors, are invited to freely create an
account on the platform and offer their members to join them in this reserved area. We are
also supporting these ambassadors in the online creation of a consumer habits questionnaire
intended for panelists. They will thus have as precise a behavioral mapping as possible of their
community. These communities are said to be public and are made available to brands which
so wish for carrying out home tests.
A brand can also create one or more private communities that only it can use and which will
allow it to have the most representative panelists possible.



We would like to offer exhibitors at the I FEEL GOOD event a consumer test on a product from
their range to offer to visitors and to carry out on site or at their home. We will work upstream
with the exhibitors on the completion of the questionnaire and we will interpret the results with
them at the end of the show.
This test would be an opportunity for additional entertainment on the booth of these exhibitors
and could promote contact with visitors.

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO OFFER AT I FEEL GOOD?

As we have seen, ConnectYourSource is a solution open to multiple partners. Moreover,
organisations promoting and promoting innovation are interested in offering their member
companies an additional support service.
Other sensory analysis laboratories than Abis will be invited to join and enrich
ConnectYourSource by offering brands that so wish technical support in their areas of
expertise. These labs, which no longer need to justify panel research, will just focus on the
study protocol. And for a brand the savings will be very significant.

DO YOU QUALIFY CONNECTYOURSOURCE® AS AN INNOVATIVE PLATFORM AND WHY?

You wi l l  f ind  ConnectYourSource® at  s tand 601 a t  I  Fee l  Good event ,  Espace
Champerre t  Par is ,  September  22 & 23,  2022.
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